Proud to Offer

INDUSTRY LEADING CUSTOMER SERVICE

QUALITY

PRICE

SELECTION

Welcome!
Please find enclosed our selection of over 70 new items that we are proud to present.
Whether you are a veteran customer with NCI or checking us out for the first time,
rest assured that our 66 years in business will make your buying experience a breeze.
Our experienced and knowledgeable staff will be eager to assist you in completing
your order.
The Fire Factory brand has become the fastest growing line of quality fireworks
products in the industry and we are humbled by the incredible feedback that we
received. We have added another 23 Fire Factory items for 2021 bringing the total
items to choose from to over 70 items. This line is a major success because it checks
all the boxes of unique performance, attractive packaging, and an unbelievably
reasonable cost.
Due to record retail sales in 2020, on hand inventory is lower than normal heading
into the summer selling season. It is our advice to place orders early in order to get
the products you desire while they are available. Although we are experiencing a
worldwide supply chain crisis, our long standing relationships with the best suppliers
and shipping vendors will yield us priority to receive product. We will make every
effort to fill orders and help to find substitutions for items not available.
Finally, our core principles of providing the highest quality products at competitive
prices and unmatched customer service are what set NCI apart from the competition.
The warehouses are stocked and our trucks are ready. We look forward to earning
your business!
Sincerely,

Richard B. Shields

item no. 2202

WHITE WALKER 36 SHOT
The White Walkers are coming as winter grows longer. This
chilling cake will make your spine tingle and make your skin
crawl. 30 screaming shots with bright white tails climb higher
than the wall. Each tail explodes to multi-color
brocades and multi-color strobes pierce the
height 8
night. A screaming six-shot finale sounds
width
10.5
like the cry of Dragons!

500 GRAM CAKES

depth 10.5
packing 4-1

item no. 2888

Monster Smash 20 SHOT
Unleash your inner fears with vibrant neon mines that lead to
brilliant strobing comets and dazzling bursts of colored strobes.
Monster Smash features 20 shots that get bigger and brighter
every time you close your eyes. Try not to scream
when you see the finale of multi-colored strobing
height 9
mines to 2 huge bursts of multicolor stars.
width
11
Happy Nightmares, mwahahaha...

500 GRAM CAKES

depth 10
packing 4-1

item no. 2213

METEOR RISING 21 SHOT
Prepare for a meteor shower with this HOT 500g cake. Astronomical
sized breaks with red, green, and gold pearls, gold strobes and
delicate sizzling crackles scorch through the atmosphere. Then a
volley of 3 planet sized sun bursts! Another solar wave
of each effect hits hard. Last, a 3 shot finale volley
height 9
of sizzling mines and color stars to green and
gold strobing suns with sizzling solar rings.
width 13.5

500 GRAM CAKES
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depth 10.5
packing 4-1

www.greatgrizzly.com

item no. 2208

DANGER ZONE 38 SHOT
How long can you survive a barrage in the Danger Zone!?
This long duration bang bang features 38 shots of armor
piercing lead. Heavy shots of colorful strobes, multi-colored
palms, color waves, and crackling stars ignite the
battlefield. Red and green tracer rounds of
6 height
flying stars signify victory!! Right this way
11.25 width
son, your country thanks you.

9 depth
4-1 packing

500 GRAM CAKES

item no. 2862

electric Spider 21 shot
Electric Spider’s loud sizzling chrysanthemum might just be
the most unique effect you see in your neighborhood this
year! With 21 shots of purple, green, red and blue peony that
end with an incredible sizzling chrysanthemum. At
the same time there are vibrant falling leaves
9 height
that lead up to 2 big 2 shot finales.

11 width
9.5 depth
4-1 packing

500 GRAM CAKES

item no. 2215

ARCADE HERO 12 SHOT
Arcade Hero sets the all-time High Score for high rising golden
titanium tails. The tails accompany every shot, and damn, are
they good. Massive breaks of neon red and orange dahlias with
white glitter, neon orange, and green dahlias with red
glitter burst high above the golden tails. 3 shot
10 height
volleys of gold nishiki willows and red glitter
11 width
place this cake atop the leaderboard.

11 depth
4-1 packing

call us today! 800-800-2264

500 GRAM CAKES
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item no. 2218

THE BIG BONG THEORY 25 SHOT
Whatever we’re smokin’, you’re going to want some! Crazy
high strobing tails to psychedelic red, green, pink, and lemon
stars with a trippy long hanging silver lace after effect that
will leave you in a daze. You gonna pass that or
what?
height 9

500 GRAM CAKES

width 15
depth 11
packing 4-1

item no. 2203

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES 480 SHOT
AHOY There! You scallywags best leave Captain Sparrow’s booty
be. This 480 shot treasure chest features angled shots of gold
brocade firing from both sides of the ship to form a V pattern
in the sky with red, green, and titanium crackles in
the center. Capt. Jack lives by the pirate code
height 10
for traitors, Dead Men Tell No Tales!

500 GRAM CAKES

width 11.75
depth 6.25
packing 6-1

item no. 2874

smash mouth 24 SHOT
Honor America’s past with this spectacular tribute to the red,
white, and blue. American Patriot proudly boasts V-shaped
mines of blue to red stars with red, white, and blue bombs
bursting in air. A six-shot finale volley of red,
white, and blue stars with crackling flowers is
height 9
the perfect salute to the American Patriot!

500 GRAM CAKES
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width 13
depth 9.5
packing 4-1

www.greatgrizzly.com

item no. 2214

TOTAL AUTHORITY 45 SHOT
By land, by air, and by sea, this 45-shot cake commands Total Authority!
Towering red comet tails and white glittering mines ignite the battlefield.
Red, white, and blue peonies wave like old glory. Then blue comet tails
and white glitter mines give way to sea blue stars and timed rain. A
wave of crackling comet tails crash into the night sky
7 height
and finally, a golden Nishiki finale with bright popping
stars that pierce the enemy darkness.
16 width

12.5 depth
4-1 packing

500 GRAM CAKES

item no. 2219

POWER HOUR 36 SHOT
Power through with this 36-shot smorgasbord of dazzling
effects! Multi-color strobing mines throughout; silver, purple,
and sky blue flying fish; green, purple, and sky blue dahlias, with
a crackling mine and crackling star finish. 6 shot
volleys will leave you seeing stars for an hour!
8 height

14 width
11.5 depth
4-1 packing

500 GRAM CAKES

item no. 2211

LUMBER JACKED 25 SHOTS
Take a mighty swing with this Paul Bunyan sized 500g! Colorful
mines erupt as high as red wood trees with silver glitter, purple
stars, and gold comets. Then golden glitter comets shoot over
the mountains and erupt into golden palms with
silver glitter tails. A sizzling display of crinkling
8.5 height
tails sound like cracking tree trunks and a
16.5 width
grand finish of sizzling crackle palm trees!

9 depth
4-1 packing

call us today! 800-800-2264

500 GRAM CAKES
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item no. 2201

ATOMIC WILLOWS 16 SHOT
Atomic Willows will take you back to high school chemistry.
This specialty willow cake has an extra dash of atomic
element 22. TITANIUM! For the longest hanging willow, the
purest gold glitter, the ultimate show topper,
takes me back to 2nd base…
height 9

500 GRAM CAKES

width 9.5
depth 9.5
packing 4-1

item no. 2209

VEGAS BOMB 36 SHOT
Tonight’s the night to win big! It’s time to light up the strip with volleys
of bright lights and glamorous sights. The crowd will roar as you roll
the dice to reveal green & orange mines to vibrantly colored stars. Now
you’re on a heater as gold and silver glitter fills the air
to a thunderous white crackling strobe finale over
height 7
green and orange stars. We’d like to comp you the
Penthouse Suite tonight, Mr. Papagiorgio!
width 11

500 GRAM CAKES

depth 11
packing 4-1

item no. 2210

WAR DOGS 16 SHOT
Presenting War Dogs! This 16 shot double breaking 500g MAX
Load features tiger tails, multi-colored stars, white strobes,
and tons of Nishiki Kamuro Willows. Battle tested and bruiser
approved. Oorah!

500 GRAM CAKES
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height 9
width 10
depth 9.5
packing 4-1

www.greatgrizzly.com

item no. 2204

BEN DRANKIN’ 30 SHOT
Chill out with Uncle Benny. A Founding Father, an American
Patriot, THE...OG. This 500g cake lives up to the man Ben
Drankin’ Franklin. 30 shots of sky slapping red, white, and blue
for old glory. Blue mines to non-stop action of red
stars and white strobes. Cheers Uncle Benny!
9 height

11.5 width
9.5 depth
4-1 packing

Over 2 Feet Wide!

500 GRAM CAKES

item no. 2898

LIGHT IT UP 20 SHOTS
Brother’s Pyrotechnics delivers another top quality 500g cake!
Light It Up lives up to all of our expectations with titanium
tails, multi-colored stars, multi-colored glitter, neon stars, and
a big silver chrysanthemum finale. Angled for
your viewing pleasure!
7 height

25 width
9 depth
4-1 packing

500 GRAM CAKES

item no. 2889

ELECTRIC LETTUCE 24 SHOT
Prepare to arrive at a pyro high with this 24 shot 500 Gram
finale cake. Speaking of cake, who’s hungry? Your hunger will
be satisfied by 18 shots green and gold strobes flying high into
the sky then bursting into gold and green sizzling
leaves. Just as you are feelin’ fine a 6 shot
9.5 height
finale of electric lettuce will light up the sky
15 width
like you won’t remember!

9.5 depth
4-1 packing

500 GRAM CAKES

unique
performance

call us today! 800-800-2264
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item no. 2875

TASTE THE RAINBOW 25 SHOT
Prepare your senses for a smack in the face! These vibrant
rainbow colors are so good you can taste them! 25 shots of
neon colored mines to colored breaks with colors so rich,
they’ll send you somewhere over the rainbow.

500 GRAM CAKES

height 9
width 15.5
depth 12.5
packing 4-1

item no. 2217

DISTURBED 25 SHOT
Wake the neighbors with this rowdy and raucous 500g
repeater. 5 volleys of five shots, each with crackling mines
to a crisp and clear cacophony of crackle. Your neighbors
always knew you were a little Disturbed.

500 GRAM CAKES

height 7
width 10
depth 12.5
packing 4-1

item no. 2899

OVER THE MOON 23 SHOT
Over the moon and to the stars with silver tails to red,
purple, green, and yellow stars with crackling, and silver
tails to red glittering willows with green glitter, and silver
glittering willows with red glitter. Ends with a
three-shot finale of silver tails to purple,
height 9
green and orange stars with crackling
width
14.25
chrysanthemums. 23 SHOTS

500 GRAM CAKES
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depth 11
packing 4-1

www.greatgrizzly.com

item no. 2877

100 SHOT SUPER FINALE
This fast action super cake is the finale cake you’ve been
searching for. 100 shots of non stop, slap you in the face,
pure pyro joy. 100 Shot Super Finale features every color
possible and 14 different effects. Light fuse and
run…
6 height

15 width
15 depth
3-1 packing

500 GRAM CAKES

item no. 2212

WILD FLOWER 20 SHOT
Get a taste of this sassy little tart. Wild Flower features
purple comets and gold charcoal mines to golden palm and
purple stars. A quickened finale of green and purple stars,
with gold glitter and gold palm.
Pairs well with I Love Mom Tattoos!
9 height

9.5 width
10 depth
4-1 packing

500 GRAM CAKES

item no. 2227

SWIMMING STARS 25 SHOT
Dominator Pro-Level presents a swimmingly unique effect!
Stars that dart and “swim” across the night sky. Specially
designed stars ignite and fly across the dark sea of stars
in all directions. 5 volleys of swimming stars
accompanied by varying after-effects.
9 height

15 width
11 depth
4-1 packing

call us today! 800-800-2264

500 GRAM CAKES
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item no. 2221

WILD CHILD 80 SHOT
Let your WILD side show with this sky zipping 80 shot ripper.
Multi-level effects of strobing mines, green spider glitter, and color
changing comets paint the sky. 4 shots of gold brocade and red
lace pop off. Glitter mines and 3 color change mines
make you feel like a kid again, then 4 huge finale
height 7
bursts of gold brocade to Nishiki willow. Isn’t
width
16.5
it past your bedtime? Wild Child...

500 GRAM ZIPPER CAKES

depth 13.5
packing 2-1

item no. 2220

SOUND OF MADNESS 160 SHOT
Have you ever wondered what it’s like to go MAD? The fast ripping
sound of Z shaped sizzling and crackling colored comets make
you cringe. Followed by Red, Green, Purple, and Yellow bursts
of comets, he’s losing control! Another shot of
adrenaline and zipping comets with all the colors.
height 7
Then the big finale of glittering and sizzling
width
21.5
stars, it’s certifiable, you’ve gone MAD!

500 GRAM ZIPPER CAKES

depth 17
packing 2-1

item no. 1630

AIR STRIKE APPROVED 135 SHOT
I’m pinned down, I’ve got Charlie at 2 o’clock! I need air
support! 135 rapid fire shots zip across the field. Colorful stars,
magnificent falling leaves, whistles, comet tails, and a colorful
burst of peonies rain down on enemy lines! Air
Strike Approved!
height 14

500 GRAM ZIPPER CAKES
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width 10
depth 6
packing 2-1

www.greatgrizzly.com

item no. 2222

UPTOWN FUNK 114 SHOT
This stylin’ and wildin’ cake will take you uptown and funk you
up! This straight masterpiece has 114 shots of the best colors
you’ll ever see. (Hot Damn!) Red, green, blue, and orange
comets show out before the finale volley of that
white gold glitter and colorful stars. Don’t
6 height
believe me, just watch!

16 width
15 depth
2-1 packing

500 GRAM ZIPPER CAKES

item no. 1657

STAR DESTROYER 182 SHOT
Multi-color and crackling comets zig-zaging with increasing
speed set the stage for a massive brocade finale!

7 height
20.5 width
24 depth
1-1 packing

500 GRAM ZIPPER CAKES

item no. 2878

THRILLER 200 SHOT
Get ready for a thrill with 200 shots of rapid-fire red, green,
blue, and lemon comets with white strobe and crackling
mines. Next is red and whistle comets with crackling tail and
blue and white mines. The 2-part finale starts with
gold brocade with blue and white strobe and
6 height
then finishes with green and red waves
17.5 width
with powerful crackle!

23 depth
1-1 packing

call us today! 800-800-2264

500 GRAM ZIPPER CAKES
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item no. 2894

MOTORHEAD 28 SHOT 3”
Fire up your horses with this one of a kind, big block, V-8
beast! MOTORHEAD features 8 v-shaped shots of giant 3”
golden Nishiki blasts with green glittering strobes. Each
volley shows a little flare with white strobe mines
and vibrant multi-colored go-getters! A MUST
height 9.5
HAVE 500g for the adrenaline junkie in
width
17.5
your family.

LARGE DIAMETER MAX LOAD 500G CAKES

depth 11.5
packing 3-1

item no. 2896

CRATER CREATOR 12 SHOT 2”
Demoed in our own backyard, Crater Creator proved worthy
of NCI’s 2021 new items list. 12 massive shots echoed over
the Indiana farm lands. Three thumbs up from AJ, Steven,
and Kurt.

LARGE DIAMETER MAX LOAD 500G CAKES

height 10
width 12
depth 11
packing 4-1

item no. 2895

1.75” FIBERGLASS PRO RACK 9 SHOT
Join the Pyros Pros with this Professional fiberglass tube rack.
This sturdy wooden built rack features 1.75” fiberglass tubes,
the same tube size that comes with most consumer artillery
shells. This rack is pre-loaded with 9 huge shots
of thrilling professional use effects pre-fused
height 13
and ready to rock your block.

LARGE DIAMETER MAX LOAD 500G CAKES
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width 14
depth 14
packing 2-1

www.greatgrizzly.com

item no. 2226

SUGAR HIGH 10 SHOT 2”
Fire Factory!? More like donut factory!! Add some sugar to your life with
these specialty ring effects of confectionery goodness. Three shots of white
strobe donut holes with blue star rings and reappearing red lace start the
sugar rush. Then a V-shaped volley of donut rings! Red and blue sprinkles to
white crackling sugar. Followed by three shots of multi-color
peony and red lace icing. Last, a two shot finale volley of
9 height
red and blue donut rings with white crackling sugar
11 width
to make you feel that Sugar High!

11 depth
2-1 packing

LARGE DIAMETER MAX LOAD 500G CAKES

item no. 2224

VOODOO 10 SHOT 2”
VooDoo has the power to possess you. 10 powerful shots with
vibrant yellow tails to huge breaks featuring varying effects.
Blue stars and red strobe willows. Orange sun rings and
green glitter with white strobe. Crackling rings
with green glitter pistils and red sun rings
11height
to a spine-tingling instant crackle finale.
11 width
Warning! You might feel a little prick.

12 depth
4-1 packing

LARGE DIAMETER MAX LOAD 500G CAKES

item no. 2225

BAD BEHAVIOR 9 SHOT 3”
Who says you shouldn’t be rewarded for Bad Behavior? This 9
shot skull crusher is as bad as they come. Giant crackling tiger
tails erupt into the sky giving way to huge breaks of punishing
red, orange, and cyan stars with huge multi-color
glittery strobes. A 3 shot finale of huge Nishiki
10 height
Kamuro willows and red strobing glitter.
12 width
Being bad never felt so good.

12 depth
4-1 packing

call us today! 800-800-2264

LARGE DIAMETER MAX LOAD 500G CAKES
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item no. 2928

NEON PREDATOR XL 24 SHELLS 5”
height 27 width 11 depth 6 packing 4-24
item no. 2919

NEON PREDATOR XL 6 SHELLS 5”

You asked and Great Grizzly delivered! Our top-selling
Predator XL 5” Canister Shells, now available in NEON! Neon
Predators are the latest addition to the best-selling line
up of Predator 5” Canister Shells. NEON features 24 handselected effects of the most vibrant and unique colors
available on the market.

height 13 width6 depth 5.5 packing 12-6

item no. 2924

item no. 2918

PREDATOR XL 6 SHELLS 5”

PREDATOR XL 24 SHELLS 5”

height 5.5 width 6 depth 13.5 packing 12-6

height 6 width 11 depth 27 packing 4-24
item no. 2914

PREDATOR XL 12 SHELLS 5”
height 5.5 width 11.75 depth 16 packing 6-12

A long time overdue, we have revamped and reformulated our
long-time staple, Predator Shells! Now XL, they are bigger,
badder, and better than ever before. The new 12 pack features
assorted shells of hand-selected varieties you are sure to love!
Dazzle your customers with the new holographic, embossed box
that will stand out among the rest!

item no. 2912

PREDATOR XXL DOUBLE BREAK 6”

PAGE 15

height 30 width 7.5 depth 7.5 packing 4-12

This TRUE 60-gram double break canister shell represents innovation and
progress in the fireworks world. You haven’t experienced the biggest, loudest,
highest lifting double break shells until you take the PREDATOR XXL home to
let them fly. This massive shell is the most impressive multi-break shell that
has ever been available for purchase in the US market! This package includes
12 double effect shells that will produce 24 jaw shattering breaks! The sky
is waiting! Our customers raved about the Predator XL Canister Shells new
packaging last season, and we took that concept and cranked it up to 11 with
this attractive new holographic red box with detailed embossing. The premium
packaging matches the top tier quality of the shells!

www.greatgrizzly.com

Your
Treasure Hunt
Ends Here
item no. 0197

TREASURE ISLAND PIRATE ASST (10 CAKES 5 SHELL KITS)
By popular demand, a new Pirate Assorted case from Starget! A large
bounty of 10 cakes and 5 shell kits will make you feel like you found
Blackbeard’s booty. A large full color carton makes this large aerial
assortment a real treasure.

height 22 width 38 depth 13 packing 1-15

item no. 0191

PRIVATE PIRATE ASST
Private Pirate is the ultimate case assortment with 10
different 500g, 350g, and 200g cakes. With a total of 179
shots and 3,250 grams every store has to have this!

height 17 width 38 depth 13.5 packing 1-10

call us today! 800-800-2264
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item no. 2576
This Bad Beach starts off with a golden shower of sparks and
crackling pine with blue stars. She turns up the heat adding
red stars and photo flashing crackle. A grand finale of red
and blue stars shoot over 80 feet high erupting
into loud reports! Obviously a perfect 10!
height 11.25

FINALE REPEATERS (360 GRAM)

width 6.25
depth 5.5
packing 8-1

Almost 1 Foot Tall!

BAD BEACH 410 SHOT

item no. 2578

BONNIE & CLYDE’S REVENGE 19 SHOT
This one sends you soaring with a quick get away straight up
19 shot pattern. Three different shoot outs combine ruby red,
aqua blue, and gold crackling then change to brocade and
silvery gold palm, finally ending it all with vivid
neon purple and lemon stars bursting with
height 7
long-burning white strobe.

FINALE REPEATERS (360 GRAM)

width 6
depth 5.5
packing 8-1

item no. 2574

AMERICAN PATRIOT 30 SHOT
Honor America’s past with this spectacular tribute to the red,
white, and blue. American Patriot proudly boasts V-shaped
mines of blue to red stars with red, white, and blue bombs
bursting in air. A six-shot finale volley of red,
white, and blue stars with crackling flowers is
height 6
the perfect salute to the American Patriot!

FINALE REPEATERS (360 GRAM)
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width 11
depth 5
packing 6-1

www.greatgrizzly.com

item no. 2577

ROGUE ENFORCER 72 SHOT
Rogue Enforcer marches to the beat of its own drum. Bleeding
red, white, and blue??? Sounds like a good time. RWB pearls
launch skyward as white glittering mines give way to a volley of
blue falling stars and red flying fish. A second round
of RWB pearls with boomin’ RWB stars burst
4 height
overhead. A 3 shot volley of all RWB to golden
6.5 width
crackle cap off this Rouge beast.

8.5 depth
8-1 packing

FINALE REPEATERS (360 GRAM)

item no. 2562

BROCADE CROWN WATERFALL MINI 18 SHOT
This one of a kind, professional-style, 360-gram beast will take
your breath away. Four fans of 3 shimmering gold Brocade
Crown Waterfall ignite the sky and fall silently to ground creating a waterfall effect only seen at professional
displays. To finish it off, 6 shots go up all at
7 height
once for a finale that you have to see to
6 width
believe.

7.5 depth
12-1 packing

FINALE REPEATERS (360 GRAM)

excellent
performance

item no. 2575

ORANGE CRUSH 9 SHOT
The squeeze is on with this 9 Shot finale repeater from Great
Grizzly. This refreshing cocktail ushers in the warm summer
air with 7 shots of brilliant orange mines splashing upward to
peels of silver chrysanthemums to vibrant orange
stars. The juicy double shot finale will leave
7 height
you asking for a refill!

7 width
7 depth
8-1 packing

call us today! 800-800-2264

FINALE REPEATERS (360 GRAM)
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Build Your
Own Show!

push together. Light one fuse.
No extra setup endless options
item no. 2228

500G ASSortmenT 22 SHOT
height 9 width 12.5 depth 9.5 packing 4-1
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www.greatgrizzly.com

Custom connection
points eliminate
extra fuse work
500G + 200G CAKES
ARE INTERCHANGEABLE
EXPLORE LIMITLESS
COMBINATIONS FOR A
FULLY CUSTOM SHOW
item no. 2580

200G ASSortmenT 17 SHOT
height 7 width 6 depth 5.5 packing 2-3-2

SPEED AND PATTERN
1 REVIEW
DETAILS FOR EACH CAKE
FIRING ORDER
2 DETERMINE
FOR YOUR SHOW
SUGGESTED PLACEMENT CAN BE FOUND BELOW
PERFORMANCE DETAILS

CAKES BY ALIGNING
3 LINK
START + FINISH POINTS FOR
call us today! 800-800-2264

A CONTINUOUS SHOW

BRACE CAKES TOGETHER TO AVOID SHIFTING.
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item no. 2571

BATTLE OF COLORS 36 SHOT
A remake of an old classic. Great Grizzly is proud to present
an improved, better, and bad ass Battle of Colors! With a
new dash of colors, now including purple and cyan, lemon
and blue, peach and blood orange, this Battle of
Colors is sure to be EPIC! 36 shots of hard
height 5
hitting colors will battle it out!

AERIAL REPEATERS (200 GRAM)

width 6
depth 6
packing 12-1

item no. 2569

INDEPENDeNCE 10 SHOT
Brocade crown king & red dahlia & white strobe; brocade
crown king & purple dahlia & green strobe, brocade crown
king & purple dahlia & white strobe

FINALE REPEATERS (360 GRAM)

height 7
width 6.5
depth NA
packing 12-1

item no. 2579

NISHIKI THUNDER 20 SHOT
Dominator ups the game with a professional take on an
already timeless effect. Nishiki Kamuro mines to Nishiki
Kamuro breaks, a well-timed 40 second duration.

FINALE REPEATERS (360 GRAM)

height 7
width 6
depth 6
packing 12-1

item no. 2570

THUNDER CAT 10 SHOT
Gold glittering willow & blue peony; gold comet flower & blue
peony; brocade crown king & red/white strobe; gold willow
to color.

FINALE REPEATERS (360 GRAM)
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height 7
width 6
depth NA
packing 12-1

www.greatgrizzly.com

item no. 2886

INFRACTION 54 SHOT

item no. 2564

MINOR INFRACTION 25 SHOT
Warning! Great Grizzly cannot be held responsible for the use of this 25 shot
law breaker. Minor Infraction is a chip off the ol’ block! Similar to it’s big
brother, Minor Infraction features 25 shots of silver mines to large silver
brocade willows that fill the sky. Each willow features blue stars or red
strobes for dramatic effect. Don’t worry, lighting this law breaker won’t stay
on your record forever.

WARNING! Great Grizzly cannot be held responsible for the use of this 54 shot finale.
Infraction pushes the law to its limits! 54 shots of gold mines to large golden brocade
breaks fill the sky in this fast-action finale cake. Don’t worry, those flashing lights
aren’t coming for you, these willows also feature blue stars and red strobes for added
effect. Now the police sirens you hear after lighting this cake, THOSE are for you!.

height 9 width 11 depth 10 packing 4-1

height 6
width 5.5
depth 5.5
packing 12-1

item no. 2567

NEON ISLAND 8 SHOT
Welcome to the oasis of Neon Island. A long lost land of
nature’s most vibrant colors. 8 shots of blue strobe tails to
blue stars with white strobe and red lace. Capped off with a
two shot finale.

5 height
4 width
NA depth
24-1 packing

AERIAL REPEATERS (200 GRAM)

item no. 2565

TURN AND BURN 25 SHOT
Time to kick the tires and light the fires! Engage the afterburners with 25 shots of TURN & BURN! Multi-color bursts of
stars seek and destroy leaving nothing but dust and trails of
red and silver lace. Push it to the limit with a 5
shot finale of golden Nishiki willows.
5 height

5.5 width
5.5 depth
12-1 packing

call us today! 800-800-2264

AERIAL REPEATERS (200 GRAM)
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item no. 2568

TITAN 12 SHOT
Red pearl & white strobe; purple/green pearl; lemon/purple
pearl & white strobe; orange yellow/sea blue pearl & white
strobe

AERIAL REPEATERS (200 GRAM)

height 5
width 5
depth NA
packing 24-1

item no. 2572

RAGIN’ CAJUN 16 SHOT
Sometimes you just need to SPICE things up! Ragin’ Cajun will
help put some pep in your step and add the spice of life. 16
shots alternating of strobing cayenne and jumping jalapeno
crackles add just the right amount of POW!

AERIAL REPEATERS (200 GRAM)

height 5
width 3.5
depth 3.5
packing 30-1

item no. 2566

THE KILLER 16 SHOT
Sleep with one eye open with this scary 200g, The Killer!
Shots of white strobe and red stars, flying fish, and strobes to
crackle will give you chills down the spine!

AERIAL REPEATERS (200 GRAM)
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height 5
width 4
depth 5
packing 24-1

www.greatgrizzly.com

item no. 2641

ATTACK TANK FTN
Gold fountain & purple pearl; crackling & red pearl; red
fountain & silver chrysanthemum red/green pearl; crackling &
blue pearl;silver chrys. & red pearl

5.5 height
9.5 width
5.5 depth
8-1 packing

500 gram FOUNTAINS

item no. 2639

COOKIE ROBOTS FTN
These Cookie Robots will help you pull off the most difficult of
heists. We sneak in with crackling flowers and green pearls.
Then create a distraction with titanium crackle and red pearls.
Now its time to deploy the Robot Cookie SNEAK
ATTACK! More than a dozen crackling red
6.25 height
spinners erupt out and spin on the ground
6.25 width
for a surprising finish.

6.25 depth
12-1 packing

FOUNTAINS

item no. 2638

HELLO, SUMMER FTN
Get excited for summer with these energetic colorful crackling fountains. Over 20 seconds in duration, good things do
come in small packages! Packed 96-2 for maximum fun in
the sun!

3 height
2 width
NA depth
2-96 packing

FOUNTAINS

item no. 2628

GREAT
performance

SPACE DISCO FTN
Get ready for some hot pants and glitter, disco is back baby!
This color fountain will take you back to Studio 54 with bright
colorful fish gushing onto the dance floor. With a performance of over 60 seconds, an array of crackling
flowers transition into color pearl chrysanthe9 height
mums ensure DISCO is stayin’ alive!

4 width
NA depth
18-1 packing

call us today! 800-800-2264

FOUNTAINS
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item no. 2640

FUN HOUSE FTN
Welcome to the Fire Factory Fun House! A dizzying display
of golden sparks that spins up to a 10 out of 10. The house
shoots a tall stack of silver sparks as the house pops open to
let the real fun begin! A finale of silver and gold
spinning sparks will make you spill your lunch!
height 5

500 Gram FOUNTAINS

width 8
depth 8
packing 6-1

item no. 1456

GHOST MANSION FTN
This little spooky house of horrors will have you hiding under
the covers. Golden sparks and blue stars begin the haunt.
Then ghastly globs of willow spill out of the chimney. Next big
chrysanthemum bursts erupt like fire, then this
haunted house lights up with strobes. Finally,
height 8
red and green stars, with gold brocade
width 6
bursts, finish this long duration fountain.

depth 6
packing 8-1

FOUNTAINS

item no. 2625

CENTRIFUGE FTN
Sit down and hold on for Centrifuge! This futuristic fountain
starts with tons of chrysanthemums which give way to massive
titanium crackling. Then WATCH OUT as the sideways thrusters
kick into overdrive. The entire fountain starts to
spin at speeds that will make your knees buckheight 6.5
le. Centrifuge ends with dizzying showers
width 6.5
of sparks shooting in all directions.

depth 6.5
packing 12-1

FOUNTAINS

item no. 2630

Frankenstein’s Monster FTN
You absolutely won’t believe the creation of Frankenstein’s
Monster! Lasting over 75 seconds, a flurry of electric charges
erupt from the monster resulting in a power surge that leaves
the area strobing and crackling. Finally, the charges
ignite from the bolts and Frankenstein is alive!!
height 8.5
Showers of multicolor pearls gush as the
width 7
monsters eyes and mouth illuminate!

FOUNTAINS
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depth 6
packing 12-1
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item no. 2791

NEON 750 SHOT
You just picked up the best upgrade to Saturn Missiles since
the last best upgrade to Saturn Missiles. Neon 750 features
colors like no other, over 40 feet high! Red and green tails to
report, white strobes with blue and purple mines
and a finale barrage of whistling and crackling
12 height
tails with red and green mines.

14.5 width
3 depth
3-1 packing

SATURN MISSILES

item no. 2713

unique
performance

NEON 200 SHOT
Enjoy bright red & green tails to popping reports with strobe.
This 200 shot device varies the timing to deliver a good duration but also an aggressive, impressive finale sequence!

3 height
17.75 width
2.25 depth
18-1 packing

SATURN MISSILES

item no. 2716

RAGE MISSILE 92 SHOT
It’s a unique twist on an old favorite. With several large missiles mixed with standard missiles, this item delivers a great
Saturn performance by manipulating the firing sequence and
sending a rage of whistling Saturn tails to fist
pounding reports.
3.75 height

10.75 width
3.25 depth
15-1 packing

call us today! 800-800-2264

SATURN MISSILES
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item no. 2959

TIKI BOMBS 24 SHELLS 6”
It’s time to hang ten with Great Grizzly’s new TIKI
BOMBS! This 6-inch canister shell kit features 3
gnarly tail designs. Tiger tails, crackling tails, or
glittering tails score a perfect 10 with each shot.
Each shell features a long-hanging tail to huge breaks
and dazzling colorful effects.

height 30 width 8.5 depth 7 packing 4-24

item no. 2940

TIKI BOMBS: WITCH DOCTOR 12-5” 12-6”
An assorted artillery kit so good you’ll think it’s dark magic! Assorted shells
are as follows: 5” shells, 6-pack of neon effects & 6-pack of Nishiki Kamuro
effects. 6” shells, 6-pack of Tiki Bomb shells & 6-pack of Double Break shells.
Don’t make us use the voodoo on you!

item no. 2960

TIKI BOMBS 6 SHELLS 6”
height 14 width 7 depth 5 packing 12-6

height 30 width 8.5 depth 7 packing 4-24

item no. 2948

ZOMBIE KING 28PK
Bow to the new king! Zombie King rules with 28
merciless maximum load effects. A retail treat for your
hungry Pyro customers. 4 FREE shells in this kit make
this zombie a “no-brainer”!

height 30 width 10.5 depth 5 packing 3-28
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item no. 2944

SUPER STINGER 24 SHELLS 6”
We gave you a taste of the Wasp in 2020, now get a taste of the
Murder Hornet! Super Stinger is back with a vengeance. We took
our best selling 6pk and stung it in the ass. Along with 12 dual stage
mines to breaks, Super Stinger 24pk now features 6 ring shells and
6 whistling tails. Feel the sting!

height 28 width 13.5 depth 5 packing 3-24

item no. 2916

SUPER STINGER 6 SHELLS 6”
NEW from Fire Factory, 6 inch Super Stinger canister shells! These
double effect mine shells feature a large burst high above a
dazzling mine effect. These special shells are must see to believe.
GET STUNG!

height 14 width 7 depth 5 packing 12-6

item no. 0198

GIRZ BEST: PREDATOR EDITION TRAY
Inspired by our top selling Griz Best Artillery, the masterminds
at NCI are proud to present Griz Best: Predator Edition! A
collection of the world’s best performing 5” and 6” canister
shells. 48 shells conveniently packed in a color
tray for maximum shelf appeal. Move over
51 height
kitty cat, there is a new Predator in town!

24.5 width
5.5 depth
2-1 packing

PREMIUM ARTILLERY SHELLS W/ FIBERGLASS TUBES

item no. 0194

GRIZ BEST ARTILLERY TRAY
Great Grizzly’s best of the best, back by popular demand
AND new and improved! 48 of Great Grizzly’s best reloadable
artillery shells. With a larger shelf profile now available, these
colorful trays are sure to stand above the rest.

48 height
23 width
5.5 depth
2-1 packing

call us today! 800-800-2264

PREMIUM ARTILLERY SHELLS W/ FIBERGLASS TUBES
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item no. 2975

TERMINATOR 24 SHELLS 5”
Redesigned, rebuilt, and reimagined, the NEW 5” Terminator artillery
shell from Great Grizzly has a new attitude and is ready to reclaim
its dominance. This big box is packed with 24 unique maximum load
effects along with 4 fiberglass tubes. With vibrant colors
exploding high into the night sky, mixed with the
height 27
newest effects available, these 5” super shells will
impress even the most seasoned pyros.
width 11

PREMIUM ARTILLERY SHELLS W/ FIBERGLASS TUBES

depth 5.5
packing 4-24

item no. 2915

NISHIKI FALLOUT 12 SHELLS 5”
This is it, the day we knew would come...the apocalypse, doomsday, the
end of the world as we know it! With Nishiki Fallout, today is not your final
day, fight back the darkness with your version of BOOMSDAY! Passing
over these 5 inch Nishiki canisters would be a grave mistake. Nishiki
Fallout features 12 high flying huge color breaks with the
long lasting after effect, Nishiki Kamuro. The long,
height 16
lacey, willows float down after each 60g max load
width 12
break. A must have for your pyro survival!

PREMIUM ARTILLERY SHELLS W/ FIBERGLASS TUBES

Great
performance

depth 5.5
packing 6-12

item no. 940

FANCY TAILS 12 Shells 5”
The name says it all. Dominator presents their newest 12pk
of 5” shells. Featuring, fancy tails! Tiger tails, crackling tails,
whirlwind tails, and whistling tails.

PREMIUM ARTILLERY SHELLS W/ FIBERGLASS TUBES
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height 13.5
width 10.5
depth 6
packing 6-12
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item no. 935

CAMO CANISTER SHELL 12 Shells
An update on a Great Grizzly classic. The same amazing
performance of mini canister artillery shells, now in a modern
package. This Camo Canister bag with patriotic themed tube
and header are sure to stand above the rest.
Atten-hut!
15 height

8 width
3.5 depth
10-12 packing

PREMIUM ARTILLERY SHELLS

item no. 2900

SUPERCHARGED 6 SHELLS
Supercharge your product line up this year! These inexpensive
ball shells bring a NEW look to an old classic. Retire those old
Black Box, Yellow Box, Red Box artillery shells; SuperCharged is
here to stay! Updated packaging and flashy silver
foil wrapped shells are guaranteed to generate
12 height
new sales in a must have category.

6 width
4 depth
12-6 packing

RELOADABLE SHELLS

item no. 2902

CHERRY BOMB ARTILLERY 6 SHELLS
The original Chery Bomb artillery, 6 shots of assorted colors
and effects.

12 height
6 width
4 depth
12-6 packing

call us today! 800-800-2264

RELOADABLE SHELLS
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item no. 499

LOUD AS HELL 660 SHOT
SIX HUNDRED SIXTY SHOTS!!! Rip roaring fun of multi-color
pearls to report. 660 times!

MEGA ROMAN CANDLES

height 32.5
width 3.5
depth NA
packing 9-1

item no. 2496

GREAT BALLS OF FIRE 468 SHOT
That’s right, 468 shots of red, white, and blue flash and flare!
This giant mega candle has an aggressive dose of American
pride with red and blue pearls soaring high over constant
white crackling chrysanthemums. With a duration of 1 minute, you’ll love every second!
height 32.5

MEGA ROMAN CANDLES

width 3.5
depth NA
packing 9-1

item no. 2497

NEON RAIN 120 SHOT
Neon Rain has a very unique colorful performance that you
are sure to remember. Red, yellow, green, and blue comets fly
high into the night sky with glittering tails. Just as the comets
reach their peak the color burns out switching to
white strobes that fall like rain.
height 21.5

MEGA ROMAN CANDLES

width 3.5
depth NA
packing 9-1

item no. 494

THUNDERSTRUCK 84 SHOT
Thunderstruck 84 Shot by Great Grizzly is going to wake the
neighbors! This mega roman candle is packed full of color
pearls to loud reports with an aggressive firing pattern.

MEGA ROMAN CANDLES
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height 28
width 2.5
depth NA
packing 15-1
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item no. 492

BROCADE CROWN 146 SHOT
Introducing, the latest in the majestic Brocade Crown
Waterfall line up. 146 shots mixed of dazzling brocade crown
waterfall effects, colorful go-getter comets, and loud reports.
A true masterpiece worthy of the Crown.

28 height
2.5 width
NA depth
15-1 packing

MEGA ROMAN CANDLES

item no. 2498

WAKE THE DEAD 100 SHOT
Warning, this is one of the loudest mega roman candles on
the market! Prepare to Wake The Dead with 100 loud and rowdy shots of bold willow tails to loud chrysanthemum crackle.
This candle is great for letting the neighborhood
know who’s got the best fireworks around!
21.5 height

3.5 width
NA depth
9-1 packing

MEGA ROMAN CANDLES

item no. 493

TRIPLE WHISTLE 10 BALL
A 3 stage, triple whistling roman candle to report!

22 height
0.75 width
NA depth
36-4 packing

ROMAN CANDLES

item no. 495

BLUE THUNDER 10 BALL
Clap back with these maximun load Blue Thunder reports! As
loud as the law allows.

18 height
0.75 width
NA depth
24-6 packing

call us today! 800-800-2264

ROMAN CANDLES
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item no. 2109

BATTLEFIELD DRONES WAR
The Drone Wars are taking over. Launch your entire squadron
with one match! A dozen drones take off emitting showers
of sparks all with one fuse. Leave on the tray for the best
performance!

FLYING & REPORT NOVELTIES

height 26
width 8.5
depth 1.5
packing 20-12

item no. 2108

BLACK HORNET
These little buggers always sting twice! A two-stage flying
spinner to a LOUD report!

FLYING & REPORT NOVELTIES

height 4
width 3.5
depth .5
packing 6-24

item no. 2110

RICOCHET
Captain America’s favorite novelty! A loud whistling spinner
that flies high with green flame and golden crackling tail.

FLYING & REPORT NOVELTIES

height 6
width 3
depth 2
packing 40-2

item no. 2107

PIGS CAN FLY 3 SHOT
Witness the impossible as these 3 cute little pigs fly high into
the night sky with 3 cascades of golden sparks! Who says Pigs
can’t fly!

FLYING & REPORT NOVELTIES
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Unique
performance

height 1
width 6
depth 4
packing 48-4

www.greatgrizzly.com

item no. 1324

24 STRIP TUBE CRACKER
Flashbang firecrackers are extremely loud and worthy of the Fire Factory brand
name. 24 tube crackers packed with the maximum legal limit of powder weight.
Attractive packaging for maximum shelf appeal! Smile for the Flash!

height 0.5 width 3.25 depth 7 packing 60-24

item no. 1357

water cracker
Fire Factory’s newest addition to the Flashbang extremely
loud, maximum load firecracker family. 100 waterproof
firecrackers, in a sharp new package. Burn the rest and
sell the best! Smile for the flash!

height 6.5 width 3.25 depth .75 packing 100-100

item no. 1223

fuseless firecracker
CAUTION: Extremely Loud, 20 mini sticks of the loudest bang
bang. Smile for the FLASH!

height 2.5 width 3 depth 1 packing 100-30-20

call us today! 800-800-2264
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item no. 1231

NEON SMOKE BALLS
This is not your normal smoke show! NEON Colors set these
smoke balls apart.

SMOKE ITEMS

height 4
width 4
depth 1
packing 2-120-6

item no. 2106

BALLS OF FURY
Jumbo crackling balls on steroids!

height 1.5
width 6
depth 4
packing 40-3

NOVELTIES

item no. 390

THOR’S HAMMER
Summon the Gods with the most powerful weapon in the
Pyro Universe! Showers of pure gold and silver sparks emit
from the hammer in this long duration item. A finale of loud
whistle and white bursts of chrysanthemum
banish Loki! Thor’s Hammer will reign over all
height 13
other fountains.

NOVELTIES
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width 7
depth 4
packing 12-1
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item no. 1239

MAGIC SMOKE WAND
Magic is real! Choose your favorite house and let the wand
duels begin! Magic Smoke Wands feature 4 different colors
of smoke in each pack. Young wizards and witches are sure
to cast a spell over their parents to buy more!
Purchase Maximo!
height 17.5

SMOKE ITEMS

width 3.5
depth 1
packing 48-4

item no. 1039

SPARKLER WANDS
Forget the sparklers this year. These Sparkling Wands are
easier to handle, light, and last for 2 whole minutes with an
outstanding performance. These will quickly become a must
have for every family.

17.5 height
0.5 width
na depth
48-5 packing

SPARKLERS

item no. 1032

GLOW SPARKLERS
Glow Sparklers are a cool burn sparkler that burns for 1
minute and has a glow stick as a handle. The cool burn
technology and plastic handle make this sparkler more fun
and safer than traditional sparklers. Great item
for young pyros!
0.5 height

15 width
2 depth
2-40-8 packing

SPARKLERS

unique
performance
New Case Pack!

call us today! 800-800-2264
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2 MINUTE WARNING!
SUPER FINALE 63 SHOT

21 GUNS 21 SHOT

AFTER HOURS 45 SHOT

AFTERGLOW 25 SHOT

AIRBOSS 37 SHOT

ALIEN ABDUCTION 20 SHOT

B.A.S.E. MILITARY CAKES 25 SHOT

BEARLY LEGAL 24 SHOT
item no. 2860

BROCADE CROWN WATERFALL
30 SHOT

CHERRY BOMB 25 SHOT

item no. 1667

item no. 2887

item no. 2883

item no. 2828

item no. 2850

item no. 2852

item no. 2861

item no. 1447

item no. 2839

COAST TO COAST 20 SHOT

CRAZY TRAIN 54 SHOT

DA BIG BOX O’ BOMBS 144 SHOT

DARK KNIGHT 22 SHOT

DOUBLE CROSSED 16 SHOT

hammerhead 16 SHOT

FIREBIRD 42 SHOT

GLITTER BOMB 12 SHOT

HELL RAISER 55 SHOT

HIGH FALUTIN’ 49 SHOTS

HOT COLORS ASST 88 SHOT

HYPERSHOCK 30 SHOT

jungle cat 9 SHOT

INSPIRATION 61 SHOT

LET IT RIDE 25 SHOT

item no. 2884

item no. 2881

item no. 2865
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item no. 2873

item no. 2825

item no. 2882

item no. 2822

item no. 2891

item no. 2858

item no. 2890

item no. 2864

item no. 1661

item no. 2842

item no. 5807

item no. 2880

www.greatgrizzly.com

LION’S SHARE 52 SHOT

SURF’S UP! 35 SHOT

Tears from heaven 16 SHOT

THE BIG EASY 21 SHOT

THE ULTIMATE 51 SHOT

TRIBUTE TO THE TROOPS 63 SHOT

WARRIOR 20 SHOT

WILD GOOSE CHASE 22 SHOT

HELL YEAH! 220 SHOT

ZOMBIE HOUSE 115 SHOT

ALPHA KING 3” 9 SHOT

DOUBLE BARREL 2” 9 SHOT

GHOST NINE 3” 9 SHOT

GIANT WILLOW W/ COLOR TIPS
3” 9 SHOT

item no. 2885

item no. 1810

ALL THAT GLITTERS 2” 9 SHOT
item no. 2843

item no. 2867

item no. 2879

item no. 2893

item no. 1510

item no. 2876

item no. 1832

item no. 2855

item no. 847

item no. 2892

item no. 2841

item no. 2857

item no. 1679

MERICA 2” 10 SHOT

king of kings 19 SHOT

4X4 16 SHOT

BAD MOON RISING 25 SHOT

BRUTE FORCE 16 SHOT

CLASSIC WARBIRDS 7 SHOT

FIGHT NIGHT 12 SHOT

FREEDOM 8 SHOT

HALLEY’S COMET 8 SHOT

HOLY POW 9 SHOT

item no. 2845

item no. 2554

item no. 2844

item no. 2557

call us today! 800-800-2264

item no. 2537

item no. 2558

item no. 2540

item no. 734

item no. 2556

item no. 701
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PATRIOTIC BOOM 10 SHOT

PLANET ASST CAKES 9 SHOT

BOY OR GIRL 12 SHOT

CHILL OUT 18 SHOT

DIAMOND SKY 16 SHOT

Glitch 19 SHOT

ELECTRIC JELLYFISH 10 SHOT

LIGHTSPEED 40 SHOT

PSYCHO FURY 400 SHOT

RAMPAGE IN THE SKY 25 SHOT

SILVER FOX 12 SHOT

SPIDER MONKEY 12 SHOT

WHISKEY BENT & HELL BOUND
12 & 36 SHOT

YETI 9 SHOT

1” MINI ARTILLERY SHELL

BIG BAD ASS SHELLS
{Double Breaks}

DEVIL’S DOZEN 12 SHELLS
item no. 2957

SIX SHOOTER SPECIALTY SERIES
- ASST

NEON RAGE 24 SHELLS

#8 CONE

COTTON CANDY

Spin The Roulette

JELLYFISH SMACK

item no. 2559

item no. 2550

item no. 2543

Blaster Balls
item no. 909

item no. 2526

item no. 1809

item no. 2521

item no. 922

TRIPLE CROWN 12 SHELLS
{TRIPLE BREAKS}
item no. 2936
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item no. 603

Pink - item no. 2542
Blue - item no. 2541

item no. 2552

item no. 2531

item no. 2632

item no. 2563

item no. 1714

item no. 2529

item no. 964

item no. 2610

item no. 1786

item no. 5803

item no. 913

item no. 2981

item no. 2626

www.greatgrizzly.com

MOONSHINE FTN

PIECE OF CAKE

POWER BALL

THE SWARM FOUNTAIN

UNICORN FTN

FIESTA FTN

sword Fountains
item no. 367

GRIZZLY CHAINSAW

MYSTICAL DRAGON (PLASTIC TOY)

item no. 2637

item no. 443

item no. 2104

PRINCESS PONY (PLASTIC TOY)

CROP DUSTER w/ COLOR SMOKE

ladybugs

SKY TEAM

PAPARAZZI 5 BALL

HOT 325 XL SATURN MISSILE

FIRECRACKER 16000s
-PREMIUM

BLACK LABEL 1” FIRECRACKERS

M-800 TUBE CRACKERS

1.75” 24 SHOT FIBERGLASS TUBE
WOODEN RACK

CAMO FUSELESS CRACKERS

PATRIOT 3 COLOR RWB SMOKE

A LOTTO FIREWORKS HERITAGE

THE BIG SHOW #2
CASE ASSORTMENT

The Max Assortment

Apple Pie - item no. 1791
Blueberry - item no. 1792
Lemonade - item no. 1793

item no. 2102

item no. 2627

item no. 1647

item no. 5440

item no. 1308

item no. 1232

item no. 0126

item no. 2618

item no. 2103

item no. 1382

brother’s container load
item no. 5109

item no. 1690

item no. 2491

item no. 1445

item no. 633

item no. 2105

item no. 2710

item no. 1215

item no. 5110

item no. 0178

call us today! 800-800-2264
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INDEX OF PRODUCTS
Item No

name

2895
2877
1630
2574
2215
2201
2641
2576
2225
2106
2571
2109
2204
2108
495
2578
492
2562
935
2625
2228
2580
2902
2639
2896
2208
2203
2217
2889
2862
940
1324
1223
1357
2630
2640
1456
1032
2496
0194
0198
2638
2569
2886
2898
499
2211
1239
2213
2564
2888
2894
2713
2791
2567

1.75” FIBERGLASS PRO RACK 9 SHOT
100 SHOT SUPER FINALE
AIR STRIKE APPROVED 135 SHOT
AMERICAN PATRIOT 30 SHOT
ARCADE HERO 12 SHOT
ATOMIC WILLOWS 16 SHOT
ATTACK TANK FTN
BAD BEACH 410 SHOT
BAD BEHAVIOR 9 SHOT 3”
BALLS OF FURY
BATTLE OF COLORS 36 SHOT
BATTLEFIELD DRONES WAR
BEN DRANKIN’ 30 SHOT
BLACK HORNET
BLUE THUNDER 10 BALL
BONNIE & CLYDE’S REVENGE 19 SHOT
BROCADE CROWN 146 SHOT
BROCADE CROWN WATERFALL MINI 18 SHOT
CAMO CANISTER SHELL 12
CENTRIFUGE FTN
CHAIN LINK 500G ASST 22 SHOT
CHAIN LINK 200G ASST 17 SHOT
CHERRY BOMB ARTILLERY 6 SHELLS
COOKIE ROBOTS FTN
CRATER CREATOR 12 SHOT 2”
DANGER ZONE 38 SHOT
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES 480 SHOT
DISTURBED 25 SHOT
ELECTRIC LETTUCE 24 SHOT
ELECTRIC SPIDER 21 SHOT
FANCY TAILS 12 5”
FLASH BANG 24 STRIP TUBE CRACKER
FLASH BANG FUSELESS FIRECRACKER
FLASH BANG WATER CRACKER
FRANKENSTEIN’S MONSTER
FUN HOUSE FTN
GHOST MANSION FTN
GLOW SPARKLERS
GREAT BALLS OF FIRE 468 SHOT
GRIZ BEST ARTILLERY (TRAY)
GRIZ BEST: PREDATOR EDITION (TRAY)
HELLO, SUMMER FTN
INDEPENDENCE 10 SHOT
INFRACTION 54 SHOT
LIGHT IT UP 20 SHOTS
LOUD AS HELL 660 SHOT
LUMBER JACKED 25 SHOTS
MAGIC SMOKE WAND
METEOR RISING 21 SHOT
MINOR INFRACTION 25 SHOT
MONSTER SMASH 2O SHOT
MOTORHEAD 28 SHOT 3”
NEON 200 SHOT
NEON 750 SHOT
NEON ISLAND 8 SHOT
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page
13
10
11
17
4
7
24
17
14
35
21
33
8
33
32
17
32
18
30
25
19
20
30
24
13
4
5
9
8
4
29
34
34
34
25
25
25
36
31
28
28
24
21
22
8
31
6
36
3
22
3
13
26
26
22

Item No

name

page

2928
2919
2497
1231
2915
2579
2575
2899
2107
2219
2914
2918
2924
2912
0191
2716
2572
2110
2577
2874
2220
2628
1039
1657
2226
2944
2916
2900
2227
2875
2975
2218
2566
390
2878
2570
494
2960
2940
2959
2568
2214
0197
493
2565
2222
2209
2224
2498
2210
2202
2221
2212
2948

NEON PREDATOR XL 24 SHELLS 5”
NEON PREDATOR XL 6 SHELLS 5”
NEON RAIN 120 SHOT
NEON SMOKE BALLS
NISHIKI FALLOUT 12 SHELLS 5”
NISHIKI THUNDER 20 SHOT
ORANGE CRUSH 9 SHOT
OVER THE MOON 23 SHOT
PIGS CAN FLY (3 SHOT)
POWER HOUR 36 SHOT
PREDATOR XL 12 SHELLS 5”
PREDATOR XL 24 SHELLS 5”
PREDATOR XL 6 SHELLS 5”
PREDATOR XXL DOUBLE BREAK 6”
PRIVATE PIRATE ASST
RAGE MISSILE 92 SHOT
RAGIN’ CAJUN 16 SHOT
RICOCHET
ROGUE ENFORCER 72 SHOT
SMASH MOUTH 24 SHOT
SOUND OF MADNESS 160 SHOT
SPACE DISCO FTN
SPARKLER WANDS
STAR DESTROYER 182 SHOT
SUGAR HIGH 10 SHOT 2”
SUPER STINGER 24 SHELLS 6”
SUPER STINGER 6 SHELLS 6”
SUPERCHARGED 6 SHELLS
SWIMMING STARS 25 SHOT
TASTE THE RAINBOW 25 SHOT
TERMINATOR 24 SHELLS 5”
THE BIG BONG THEORY 25 SHOT
THE KILLER 16 SHOT
THOR’S HAMMER
THRILLER 200 SHOT
THUNDER CAT 10 SHOT
THUNDERSTRUCK 84 SHOT
TIKI BOMB 6 SHELLS 6”
TIKI BOMB: WITCH DOCTOR 12-5” 12-6”
TIKI BOMBS 24 SHELLS 6”
TITAN 12 SHOT
TOTAL AUTHORITY 45 SHOT
TREASURE ISLAND PIRATE ASST
TRIPLE WHISTLE 10 BALL
TURN AND BURN 25 SHOT
UPTOWN FUNK 114 SHOT
VEGAS BOMB 36 SHOT
VOODOO 10 SHOT 2”
WAKE THE DEAD 100 SHOT
WAR DOGS 16 SHOT
WHITE WALKER 36 SHOT
WILD CHILD 60 SHOT
WILD FLOWER 20 SHOT
ZOMBIE KING 28PK
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31
35
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18
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33
6
15
15
15
15
16
26
23
33
18
5
11
24
36
12
14
28
28
30
10
9
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5
23
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12
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31
27
27
27
23
6
16
32
22
12
7
14
32
7
3
11
10
27

www.greatgrizzly.com

OVER 750

ITEMS

OVER 250,000 CARTONS

OF PRODUCTS

OVER 60 YEARS

IN BUSINESS

OVER 100 YEARS

OF STAFF EXPERIENCE

OVER 300,000 SQ. FT.

OF WAREHOUSE SPACE
@ north central industries,INC
@ great grizzly fireworks

call us today! 800-800-2264

@ greatgrizzlyfireworks
@ northcentralfirework
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